e present ne~solutions to Yang's self-dual SU(2) equations. These solutions have the property that they are self-similar, together vrith some of their elliptical and transcendental extensions.
I, INTRODUCTION
Since the publication of Yang's original work' on the self-dual SU(2) gauge theory, much effort has been put forward to integrate these equations.
Although this work was carried out in the four-dimensional Euclidean space -in connection with instantons-there is always freedom to suppress two of the coordinates and study the theory in a plane. Such a reduced formalism turns out to have much in common with Einstein's equations that admit two Killing vectors, a topic to which much access has been attained in the relativity community.
3 By the same token, we integrate Yang's equations once more in analogy with the similarity integral that we had obtained previously in the EinsteinMaxwell theory. f%'"-2$'P'=0, gO" -2qh'0'-0
The integration of these equations is in the sequel.
II. COMPLETE SIMILARITY INTEGRAL
One notices first that Eqs. (6)- (8) (i) ds" =e'"du +dG +e "dp'
":ds" = dg2+ dg2
As is observed, we make M" a two-dimensional manifold, (ii) ds" = dv'+ dv e "+e"dy' (27) 
